Preface
ICISE 2017

It is indeed a great privilege for us to present the proceedings of ICISE2017, to the authors and delegates of the event. We hope you will find it educative and inspiring.

ICISE2017 aims at creating a platform for discussing the research issues, opportunities and challenges of Information Systems Engineering. The ever-changing scope of Information Systems Engineering brings along new research questions resulting in a need to stimulate better awareness of this very important research field, especially among young researchers. For us, ICISE2017 promises a brighter picture for Information Systems Engineering while the support received and the enthusiasm witnessed has truly exceeded our expectations. Hence on the eve of completion of this long journey, we are delighted with a deep level of satisfaction.

Through our efforts, we tried to spread the news about ICISE2017 to as many relevant researchers of the world as possible. Towards that we were blessed with an energetic team, the members of which worked side-by-side which resulted in optimization of coordination among all. For now we are optimistic and hopeful of getting the proceedings of ICISE2017 uploaded at IEEE Xplore. We appreciate that every author of ICISE2017 wants to maximize the attraction of his/her manuscripts and we will try our best to support them in their endeavors.

The response to the call-for-papers had been overwhelming from all over the world. Unfortunately, due to capacity constraints, we could only host a fraction of them. Many manuscripts from prestigious institutions could not be shortlisted due to our review outcome.

Hope that the participants of ICISE2017 had enjoyed their trip at Charleston, South Carolina, USA.
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